History of original corner establishment:

Corner was originally set by Sam Caudle in 1880. He set a post and scribed 2 BTs.

law Amort using a line call and an old scribed 3'x3'x24" stake restored corner with a brass cap and scribed an alder and spruce BT. A road was built near the corner destroying Amort's spruce BT and partially covered the alder and the brass cap.

Description of corner evidence found:

Found 2" pipe with 3" brass cap marked ½
(Cap had been buried by road fill) S 20 | 21 (Amort, 1961)

from which

A 20" alder brs. N18E 19.4 ft
bark scribing partially covered by road fill
A 4x4" white post brs. S45W 1 foot

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner

None

An 18" alder brs. N38W 9.3 ft - bark scribed ½S20 BT 920

Attached an attention sign to the white post Painted red band and placed BT tags on BTs.